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The Harvard Business Review recently interviewed 58 CEOs in the healthcare
sector, and the words they most used to describe the keys to their organizations’
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futures: Change and innovation. What else could it be? As the healthcare system
continues evolving and becomes more focused on delivering value, companies
need to find new ways to improve patient outcomes while reducing costs.
Innovation may be more important to this industry’s success than ever before—
and marketers are not exempt from this challenge. Not only should they help find
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ways to provide more value to customers, but they must also continue to adapt
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solutions, offerings and thinking that can solve the problems life science

to the everchanging means by which people communicate. This requires new
companies currently face—as well as problems they are sure to face right
around the corner.
We highlight these forwardthinkers in our third annual Innovations in Pharma
Marketing special issue and provide a guide to the Companies, Divisions,
Products, People, Services and Strategies that can help create success in the New
Year. Once again, our call for innovation did not go unheard. We were bombarded
with remarkable submissions from across the industry. The following represent a
select collection of today’s best industry innovations and innovators. These range
from exciting new ways to speed up drug discovery and development to a
platform that can revolutionize rare disease marketing. That’s just a taste!
Between the 62 innovations/innovators in this issue and the directory of some of
today’s most innovative companies, we believe you’ll find plenty of ideas to help
make 2015
a great year.
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Here are our picks for strategies. Neverbeforetried approaches that are
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changing how the industry
operates—or a new twist on a familiar tactic that makes it even better.

iPREP: AstraZeanca

THE COMB MODEL: Atlantis Healthcare

INCREASING CUSTOMER CENTRICITY: Cadient

Richard Meyer
DTC Marketing

Marc Sirockman
Interactive Education

DUDNITION: Dudnyk

HEALTHCARE SERVICE DESIGN: Havas Lynx

E.M. (Mick) Kolassa, PhD
Pricing and Reimbursement

TRACKING INJECTABLES ADHERENCE: HealthPrize Technologies
OCULUS RIFT: Klick Health

Paula Fullman
Patient, Payer, Provider Analytics

ADDRESSABLE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE: Merkle
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An innovative collaboration between HealthPrize Technologies and West
Pharmaceutical Services will transform a patient’s relationship with their
injectable medications for chronic conditions. HealthPrize’s Softwareasa
Service (SaaS) medication adherence and patient engagement platform will be
linked to West’s injectable drug delivery systems to provide an endtoend
connected health solution to pharmaceutical companies and the patients they
serve.
The combined offering will provide electronically connected drug delivery
systems that track when patients take their medication; educate and engage
patients to increase adherence and medical literacy; and reward them for
compliance with their prescribed regimen.
The HealthPrize platform leverages a combination of gamification, behavioral
economic concepts, education and rewards to maximize motivational impact.
Patients enrolled in HealthPrize programs demonstrate persistently high
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engagement rates and materially higher adherence rates, nearly 50% higher
than baseline, on average. In collaboration with West, HealthPrize will also offer
realtime verification of medication usage via wireless connection to West’s drug
delivery systems, including various biologics and other selfinjected therapies.
West intends to develop system technology that will allow both West drug
delivery systems as well as existing drug delivery devices of other
manufacturers to interface with the HealthPrize software.
West is a leader in drug containment and delivery systems and is one of the
largest contract manufacturers of pens and autoinjectors globally, producing
more than 100 million of these devices each year.
Although executing upon the collaboration poses challenges inherent in linking a
complex device with software within the regulatory constraints of healthcare and
the pharmaceutical industry, both companies are well poised to meet the
challenge.
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